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Why I Collect Return to Sender Mail
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Why do I collect return to sender mail? - it’s for beautiful covers like this Jan. 5, �906, 
one. The cover and its markings are shown full-sized. It was one of three covers from �906 
that I have mailed from Portland OR to another? part of Portland (noncarrier? drop letter). 
The addresses are Fulton, OR, Fulton Park, City and Carlson Hts, Portland, OR. 

All three covers have the beautiful, fancy ‘Unclaimed,’ and ‘RETURNED TO WRITER,’ 
as well as the Fulton, Oregon Type 2a Doane cancel. The latter was on the reverse or 
front of the covers. The 4 in the cancel indicates that the postmaster’s compensation was 
between $300 and $400. As best I can tell the Fulton Post Office was in Portland’s county 
of Multnomah and may or may not have been in Portland proper.
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Surtaxed II
by K. David Steidley, PhD.

I have always known that John Hotchner was a won-
derful collector but now I learn from his recent article 
‘Surtaxed’ of July 2009 in Issue 23 of this publication 
that he is also a lucky collector. Close examination of the 
Parisian addresses of all three items illustrated reveals 
them to be the same, to wit, 11 Rue Scribe. The signifi-
cance of this address is that it is the American Express 
Company’s office in Paris that played such an important 
role for so many American tourists and ex-pats.

American Express moved its Parisian offices to 11 
Rue Scribe in �900 in time for the Paris World’s Fair 
of �900 (Exposition Universelle).  A booklet published 
for the Exposition described the services available at 
that office:

“Visitors…will find at these offices every facility 
looking to their comfort. They are equipped with reading 
and writing rooms, in which the latest American journals 
are on file; a post office, through means of which the let-
ters of clients will be forwarded on request; a telephone; 
commodious quarters for the handling and storage of 
baggage, bicycles, and purchases of travelers, together 
with a bureau of information.” �

 The phrase “post office” in this booklet’s description 
is not technically correct. “Mail handling room” would 
be more accurate. 

In its glory days before the ATM machine and the 
cell phone, this American Express office across the 
street from the old Opera was a magnet for Americans. 
It was reported in �955 that it handled 750,000 mail 
pieces per year2. Even pre-war, the office handled up to 
2�,000 letters per day3. As many as �0,000 visitors were 
seen in a busy day, circa �955.  I personally have fond 
memories of the place. Not only could you get the best 
rate for your traveler’s checks there but you could also 
enjoy the babble of American voices.

The hand struck “Surtaxed”, as shown in Figure �, 
was applied by American Express in their Paris office 
for internal control and accounting only when they had 
to pay postage due. I will show examples that cover all 
possible cases to support my hypothesis.

Figure 1: From Lincoln, NB on Aug 1, 1912 to the American 
Express office in London arriving Aug 12. Two cents was the 
correct US/UK treaty rate from 1908 to 1931. In London it was 
redirected to “�� Rue Scribe Paris”.  A French back stamp is 
dated Aug �3. Since it was forwarded outside the UK, another 
3¢ US or �5 centimes was due and hence the French postage 
due. “Surtaxed” applied by American Express.

Figure 2 is a correctly rated �906 post card to �� Rue Scribe 
where the red ink, which was used rather consistently (see also 
Hotchner’s examples in this regard), gives the US forwarding 
address. No postage due is needed here as returns were covered 
under international first class regulations. Thus, there was no 
need to apply the “Surtaxed” marking.

Figure 2: Correctly rated 1906 post card from WI to 11 Rue 
Scribe (note no mention of American Express). Return address 
in red ink supplied by American Express. 
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In Figure 3 we see a letter to the patrician Boston stamp 
dealer Warren Colson (�882-�963) sent under the 2¢ US/UK 
treaty rate to the London American Express office and then for-
warded to 11 Rue Scribe with the London office paying for the 
British 1 & halfpenny stamp (a 15 centime or 3¢ US value), Thus, 
no postage due at the French post office so hence no “Surtaxed” 
marking. I have never seen a Surtaxed marking from any other 
American Express. Perhaps a reader will surprise me.

Figure 3: Mailed in 1926 from MA under the 2¢ US/UK 
treaty rate to London and then forwarded to Paris with proper 
additional postage supplied by the London office.

In Figure 4 we display another of the logical set of pos-
sibilities wherein the Paris office forwarded a letter with fully 
paid postage, in this case to Heidelberg. Again, no need for a 
‘Surtaxed’ marking as no money was paid out.

Figure 4: Mailed 1908 from VT to Paris with the proper 5¢ 
UPU letter rate and then forwarded to Germany. Note red ink.

In Fig. 5 we have a strip of three French postage dues for 
an underpaid letter but no “Surtaxed” stamp.  Why?  The letter 
is marked “Refused” by American Express and the French post 
office marks it faintly with “RETOUR  L’ ENVOYEUR” (return 

to sender).  On the cover’s back is  a US 3¢ postage due stamp 
cancelled in New York.  Either an American or French postal 
clerk has drawn a blue line through the three French postage 
due stamps. At no time does the Paris American Express office 
pay out cash so no “Surcharge” cancel is needed.

Figure 5: From New York to CA in 1911 and then for-
warded to Paris. Refused and returned to America. See text for 
details.

A word about the special French postage due cancel: In Fig-
ure � one sees a triangular shaped rubber stamp cancel over the 
French postage due stamps.  This triangular  cancel was used to 
both cancel postage due stamps already on cover (See Hotchner’s 
first and last example) as well as to precancel mint postage due 
stamps for later use (see a probable use in my Figure �). The use 
is very roughly 50-50 for the period �900-�930. The choice of 
shape probably stems from the French use of a T inside a triangle 
as a mark on cover to indicate that postage is due. 

Watch for the address �� Rue Scribe on letters and cards to 
Paris and you can easily find American Express items yourself. 
If you find a ‘Surtaxed’  cover, now that’s a real find!

References

Ref 1:  http://home3.americanexpress.com/corp/os/global_
presence.asp.

Ref 2:  TIME magazine, Oct. 24, 1955.

Ref 3:  TIME magazine, Oct. 08, 1945.

Renewals
It’s that time of year. As usual, the renewal form accompanies your January newsletter, and you can also renew on our 

website  (http://www.postal-markings.org/). If past experience is any evidence, there will be a fair number of you who will put 
off renewing even though you plan to do this eventually. Unfortunately, this puts an undue burden on our secretary, who has to 
send out reminders. So, please try to renew promptly. Thanks! Tony.
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Still More Unusual Special Delivery Markings
by Robert L. Markovits

As Tony Wawrukiewicz indicated in his July 2008 article in 
Auxiliary Markings, after he showed the basic auxiliary markings, 
there are many unusual auxiliary markings occasionally found 
on special delivery mail. In the October 2008 newsletter, I listed 
a large number of the cities where the common markings were 
known, and I also indicated some other less common special de-
livery markings and their origin, without illustrating them.

In this article I illustrate a large number of the unusual and 
less common markings one sees. All the markings shown lifted 
from the covers are full-sized, while the covers are reduced in 
size. The first type, shown in Figure 1, is the boxed special deliv-
ery receiving marking. This type appears to have only been used 
in the midwest and northeast. In this first one, it acknowledges 
receipt of payment for a special delivery item at Back Bay, Mass. 
at 6:30pm on April 15, 1906.

            

     
     
     Figure �

What follows are the squared receiving markings on other 
special delivery covers.

        
        
                     

                
                                     Brighton, MA - 1891

        

        

      

    `    

   

   

  

         Utica, NY -1892

 

        

         Boston, MA -1897

    Milwaukee, WI -�899

      

               Washington D.C. -�899

 

       

        

    Mattapan Station, WI -�90�   

  

 

    

                     
       
  
   New Haven, CT -�903
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       Dover, MD -�907

      

                

       Newark, NJ -�923

The next type is the special delivery receiving clock which 
indicated the time that the item was received for delivery in the 
receiving city. The cover in Figure 2 was received in Hartford, 
CT on May �7, �9�2. The exact time is not indicated on the Hart-
ford receiving clock, but is indicated as 9PM on the clock of The 
Heublin Hotel of Hartford, CT.

                         

                   

   Figure 2

         Saint Louis, MO -1899

     

                           

                   

     

   

    

          Boston, MA  -1901

The following five markings were on one �896 Detroit, 
Michigan special delivery letter. ‘Special Delivery attempted,’ 
‘SIGNATURE REFUSED,’ and ‘Place of Address closed.’ On 
the reverse was the message: ‘NOTICE / A special delivery stamp 
secures ONE / immediate attempt to secure delivery. Fail- / ing of 
special delivery of any cause, the spec- / ial character is lost, and 
the treatment and / delivery of ordinary mail applies.’ Also on the 
reverse was an almost illegible oval receiving stamp.
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The following messages were found on the reverse of three 
covers. The first message reads: ‘Note time of arrival as noted 
by / Back Stamp. If not delivered with- / in a reasonable time, 
please return en- / velope and report delay to Willimantic, Conn. 
post office.’

            

      Willimantic, CT -�900

 

  

   � 9 0 4

           Boston, MA -1904

  

      Utica, NY, circa 1935

The April �9�9 special delivery letter fee for the letter in 
Figure 3 was claimed in Chicago. In Chicago the recipient was 
‘PAGED,’ possibly at the Atlantic Hotel. Paging was apparently 
unsuccessful, and the letter was forwarded to the Holland Hotel 
in Cleveland.

   Figure 3

Occasionally, apparently, special delivery letters were labeled 
with the auxiliary marking ‘SPECIAL’ rather than ‘Special deliv-
ery.’ The ‘SPECIAL’ marking on the 1902  letter in Figure 4 was 
placed at Philadelphia, PA.  

   Figure 4         

        

   

           Ipswich, MA -�908     

                       

  

                        

 

      

   

    St. Louis, MO -1903    

The last item (Figure 5) is a �9�3 special delivery letter that 
was noted to be underpaid 2¢ (‘New York, N.Y., Due 2 cents’) 
in the city of origin. Such short paid special delivery letters were 
to be given special service with the short paid amount collected 
from the addressee. 

   Figure 5
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A ‘Shedded’ stamp
by Dennis Ladd

The biennial elections have concluded, and I am pleased to 
announce the results. The following officers were re-elected: Ralph 
Nafziger, President; Gary Hendren, Treasurer;  Ed Fisher, Matt 
Liebson, and Jerry Nylander, Board members. Dennis Ladd was 
elected Vice-President, and David Eeles was elected Member-
ship Secretary. Congratulations to all. I welcome the new Board 
members and look forward to working with all members of the 
new Board. Thanks go to past President Nancy Clark for count-
ing the ballots. As past-President, she will remain an ex-officio 
member of the Board.

Thanks go to retiring Board members Jerry Johnson and Ada 
Prill, both of whom chose not to run for re-election. Jerry is to 
be commended for effectively collecting member dues, includ-
ing following up on delinquent members, as well as maintaining 
complete and accurate membership records. Ada served as our 
liaison to the APS and conscientiously submitted documents as 
required by the APS.

Another “Show and Tell” session is scheduled during Ameri-
StampExpo on February �9-2�, 20�0 in Riverside, CA. I hope 
that as many of you as possible will attend and participate in this 
informative and delightful endeavor.

The 20�0 Auxiliary Markings Club annual meeting is sched-

uled to be held during TEXPEX in Dallas, TX, April �6-�8. I 
encourage all of you to attend and to consider exhibiting at this 
show. Exhibiting allows you to share your material and knowledge 
with other collectors. I already have submitted an application to 
exhibit auxiliary markings. Our club also presents two awards 
for exhibits at the annual meeting venue: The Richard B. Gra-
ham Award for excellence in exhibiting auxiliary markings and 
the President’s Award for excellence in a single-frame auxiliary 
markings exhibit. To obtain an exhibitor’s prospectus and entry 
form, you may go to the TEXPEX website: www.texasphilatelic.
org/texpex.html, e-mail Dick Phelps at dick.phelps@verizon.net, 
or write him at P.O. Box 867373, Plano, TX 75086. Let’s have a 
good representation at this show.

Although I am pleased that a few of you have stepped up 
and volunteered to help Nancy Clark with the auxiliary mark-
ings catalog, we continue to need additional volunteers for this 
important project. Please consider volunteering for a specific area 
in the field of auxiliary markings. You might think about a small 
portion of the vast area that our club encompasses and that you 
particularly enjoy and/or in which you are knowledgeable. Try 
it—you will like it!

This January 2, 1964, cover was mailed from the Brooklyn, 
N.Y. post office. What can’t be seen on this image is the perfect 
definitive-sized white rectangle where a stamp used to be. The 
cover must have been kicked out by the cancelling machine, some-
one took a careful look, noticed the white rectangle and stamped 
the cover with the unusual auxiliary marking to show that it was 
okayed for sending on: ‘O.K. SHED STAMP.’ This marking is 
shown below actual size.

The President’s Message
by Ralph Nafziger

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

It’s hard to believe that over six years have passed since our 
club was formed. During these six years we have been fortunate 
to have a run of excellent officers. A good number will continue to 
work for the club, but Jerry Johnson and Ada Prill are moving on 
to new endeavors. They both have been important to our continu-
ing success and I thank them for their hard work.  I am especially 
grateful to Jerry Johnson, with whom I have worked closely over 
the past six years. He has been very instrumental in keeping my 
mailing list up to date and has been quite successful in his efforts 
to retain our members as each new year rolls around.

Also, much thanks to Dennis Ladd and David Eeles for coming 
forward to fill the empty slots. Welcome to both of you.

I continue to marvel at all the auxiliary markings that are out 
there. In particular, Bob Markovitz has come forward with quite a 
selection of markings from his extensive special delivery collec-
tion. From my own efforts in attempting to find unusual special 

delivery markings, I can say from experience that many of his 
markings are scarce and hard to locate.

I have been pleased over the years to see all the varied types 
of auxiliary markings that our members collect, as indicated by 
the markings they make available to our other members through 
our newsletter. Those of you out there who have different little 
areas of interest, no matter how small, should consider at least 
sending me images of them so that an article can be put together. I 
also would be pleased to work with anyone who wants to try their 
hand at writing. Many of our articles, including my own, are quite 
basic yet of much interest to our varied readership.

Finally, I would like to reinforce Ralph Nafziger’s call to ex-
hibit by club members - at our annual meeting at TEXPEX. If past 
experience runs true, there will be no one frame auxiliary markings 
exhibits, and so the loot for the President’s award will go wanting. 
So especially consider entering a one frame exhibit there.
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This article, the second one concerned with Germany, is the 
fifth in a series about auxiliary marking labels found on mail to a 
limited number of countries. This series is especially concerned 
with labels that carry only one message in two languages, French 
(the universal UPU language) and the native language of the 
country using the labels. 

Because we have so many examples of the German labels, 
we have decided to break up their discussion into three sections, 
of which this is the second. It looks at markings used from �9�3 
until 1944 (up to and into WWII). Yet, in reality, uses of the types 
overlap between the first and second sections, and therefore I’ve 
re-illustrated the overlapping basic labels in this section, too.

Germany’s use of these labels seems to have occurred begin-
ning in �887. While it is true that other European countries began 
using them at the same time, and thus probably worked together 
with Germany in establishing them, Germany seems to have used 
them most extensively, and, as we will see, introduced refinements 
and variations not seen for other countries.

Unlike the Austrian labels, characterization of the German aux-
iliary marking labels used from �887-�939 is not easy. Many of the 
characteristics of the German labels are similar, with the German 

Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part IVb, Germany
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

message above the French one, the frame the same overall size 
(about 2.5 by �.6 mm outer diameter) and color (green). However, 
the size of the font varies considerably, some have frames of a 
color other than green, a few have thicker frames, the paper color 
varies from very light to dark beige, many eventually have perfed 
margins, and a few have significantly larger overall sizes.

Germany, as possibly one of the primary and possibly most 
sophisticated users of auxiliary marking labels, also introduced a 
significant number of labels with single language (German) mark-
ings’ messages. These markings, which are also illustrated in what 
follows, have again kindly been translated by AMC Club member, 
Ingebourg Fisher. They are shown after the basic types.

After this introduction, the various labels seen from �887 until 
around �944 are illustrated. They are listed such that each group 
contains the same basic message including its variations, if any 
variations have been found in our examples.

All labels shown are illustrated actual size.
First, though, in Table �, in alphabetical order, we list the 

various two-language messages that have been found. English 
translations are generally felt to be accurate.

Table 1: Foreign Auxiliary Marking Labels - German Messages
Auxiliary Marking - German/French - ENGLISH 
Verstorben./décédé. - DECEASED
Firma erloschen./raison sociale n’existe plus. - FIRM NO LONGER EXISTS
Nicht Abgeholt./non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED
Abgereist./parti, sans laisser d’adresse. - DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS
Unbekannt./inconnu. - UNKNOWN
Ungenügende Adresse./insuffisance d’adresse. - INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS
Annahme Verweigert./refusé. - REFUSED
Verreist./envoyage. - AWAY

décédé. 9 mm
�907-�932

décédé. 9 mm
�907-�932 blue

raison sociale n’existe plus.
raison sociale �8.5 mm �895-�90�

   raison sociale n’existe plus.
raison sociale �8.5 mm �898-�935 perfed

   raison sociale n’existe plus.
raison sociale 20 mm �935-�942 perfed

décédé. - DECEASED  raison sociale n’existe plus.
 - FIRM NO LONGER EXISTS
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inconnu. �0.5 mm             
    �887-�9�3 imperfed

inconnu. �2 mm
�898-�904 blue frame

inconnu. �� mm
      �893-�9�6

  inconnu. �2.5 mm
�897-�9�� unperfed
  inconnu. �2.5 mm
�928-�930 perfed

inconnu. �0.5 mm             
      �92�-�930 perfed

parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
parti 6.5 mm �892-�943

 parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
parti 6.5 mm �9�0-34 perfed

parti, sans laisser d’adresse.     
parti 6 mm �907 blue frame

    parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
 parti 7.5 mm �9�2 thick frame

       parti, sans laisser d’adresse.     
parti 6.5 mm �929 blue frame odd U

parti, sans laisser d’adresse.     
parti 7.5 mm �934 odd p

parti, sans laisser d’adresse.     
parti 7 mm �936-44 perfed

     inconnu. �2 mm             
      �928 purple

  inconnu. ��.5 mm             
      �930 wide U purple

inconnu. �2 mm             
         �936 yellow

non réclamé. �7 mm
�894-�934-unperfed �932-perfed

Non réclamé. �8.5 mm 
        �898, Not old German, Cap N

non réclamé. �8/�8.5 mm
�927-perfed �929-imperf

non réclamé. �6.5 mm
�937 blue

non réclamé. �9.5 mm
�939 

non réclamé �7.5 mm
�938 no period perfed 

non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED      parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
-

DEPARTED, LEFT NO 
ADDRESS

     inconnu. - UNKNOWN
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insuffisance d’adressee.
Ungenugende �6.5 mm �899-�9�4

insuffisance d’adressee. 
Ungenugende �4.5 mm �904-�938

insuffisance d’adressee. 17 mm 
Old German �896-�902 purple

insuffisance d’adressee. 
Ungenugende �4.5 mm �929 perfed

insuffisance d’adressee.
Ungenugende �6 mm �923?-35 

insuffisance d’adressee.
Ungenugende LARGE 1929-40 roulette 

insuffisance d’adressee.
Ungenugende LARGE 1937 purple

en voyage.
�936 purple

refusé. 8 mm
�895-�93�

refusé. LARGE 
�929 roulette

refusé. 9.5 mm
�939

refusé. 8.5 mm
�923 blue

     inconnu. - UNKNOWN

inconnu no period             
      �938 perfed

inconnu. �2 mm             
         �939 perfed

     inconnu. �0.5 mm             
         �939 perfed yellow

    insuffisance d’adressee. - 
INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS      refusé. - REFUSED     en voyage. - AWAY

As with the first section, there are a good number of special messages used in Ger-
many from �9�3 to �944 that are in only one language. These are listed below with the 
translations above the first three and underneath the remainder.

The first type was seen used before 1913: “Without address of residence or other 
pertinent information, recipient untraceable in ________. Four examples are known after 
�9�3, two with the city name embedded (as was seen before �9�3) and two generic ones 
where in one case the city cannot be read on the envelope.

In Berlin 1941

In Breslau 1924

Generic �940s Zichenau and others
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To avoid delays due to opening the consign-
ment, furnish return address on the outside.

Bremen 1923

To trace sender / officially opened 
through the Superior Post Office / Kiel 

Kiel 1925 and Bremen 1923

Shortpaid Notice:
To add the missing postage, remove this notice and 
re-mail this consignment.
Inland rates for letter mail are valid only to Danzig, 
Lithuania, Memel, Luxembourg, and Austria,
To the remaining foreign countries postage is: Post-
cards �5 Rpf. 
  Exchange Post Office 1935

To receive your consignment faster, if you induce sender to indicate in the address not only 
the main renter with whom you dwell but also the floor and building wing.   Postoffice  

Berlin 1932
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No answer despite ringing of bell. / Left (in mailbox) 
on 18/2 (Feb. 18) / at 19:50 (7:50) / Messenger 27
 Special Delivery receipt - Munich �938.

Acceptance refused by addressee (Dienstelle = office)! 
          Return to Sender! Postal Station W.U.G. Tegel, Seidelstr. 39.  
 Feldpost �944

  Return to sender / wait for new address. 
   Chemnitz �940

Furnishing return address on the outside avoids 
opening the consignment and delay in its return. 

Munich �933
To avoid delays street and house number are required. 

Frankfurt �925

In sufficient address! / Name of delivery office 
missing / Munich 27 / Please inform sender!
  �938


